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Get "stuck" on Peppa Pig with this playful sticker storybook. Peppa is the star of her own Nick Jr.

animated show.In this oink-dorable sticker storybook, join Peppa and her little brother George on

their adventures. Readers will love playing with Peppa in this interactive sticker storybook which

includes four pages of stickers.
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Great sticker book for a Peppa pig fan. This book is larger than I expected. When closed it is 8.5" x

11", which I found difficult to travel with unless you just leave it in the car for the kids to play with. I

wanted to use it on a 6 hour plane ride and space was tight as it is.There are a total of seven -

11x17 background scenes and one -11 x 8.5 scene of Peppa and George in the bathroom.The

scenes include - Peppa & George's bedroom, kitchen, outside the house, Classroom with Madame

Gazelle & classmates, Grandpa Pig's Garden, Living room and Muddle puddle at the park.There are

4 pages of stickers in the middle insert and the stickers are designated for certain scene pages, but

unlike other sticker books you are free to place them where ever you want. The book cover

indicates over 100 stickers, but it didn't look like it to me so I ended up counting them and there was

exactly 101 stickers. Keep in mind that a lot of those stickers are tiny images of school supplies,

leaves, bubbles, footprints and butterflies. At least there were a decent about of stickers of Peppa

Pig which my little girls loves.Now I've read that some of the reviewers said that this book was



reusable but I wouldn't consider that because the pages don't have a decent finish on them so you

can reuse the stickers over and over and are paper thin. If your kid is very care with it he or she

might be able to peel of the sticker and re-stick it a few times and I do mean very careful because

the stickers are just regular paper stickers.Now to make it reusable - Here's a good tip that I found

worked for us, but was time consuming. What I did was placed clear packing tape across each

scene.and voilÃ  this book lasted a lot longer.
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